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CHAPTER ! 

INTRODUCI'! ON 

The concepts of open set, closed set, functions, 

continuity and sequences of functions are the backbone 

of modern analysis. The purpose of this thesis is to 

investigate a system of sets called the Borel sets and 

a closely related system or classification of certain 

real functions called the 3aire functions • 
. 

The Borel sets are all the sets that can be ob

tained from the closed and open sets by repeated appli

cation of the set operations of union and intersection 

of sets. 

The Baire functions are classified according to the 

nature· or form of limit functions of a sequence of func

tions. The discussion begins with the somewhat familiar 

continuous functions and sequences of such functions. 

I. ORGANIZATION 

TI1e first chapter is devoted to the definition of a 

few basic terms ~sed in the discussion as well as a brief 

summary of several other more general topics. The two 

major areas of concern are those of ordinal numQers and 

transfinite induction. 
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The topic of discussion in the second chapter is 

the Borel sets~ This section includes a definition of 

the Borel sets followed by statements, in the form of 

proven theorems, describing the most basic properties of 

these sets. Among the interesting results of this sec

tion are the fact that all the Borel sets, like the closed 

and open sets, are complements of one another. The system 

of Borel sets also answers a big question about what kinds 

of sets are obtained from closed or open sets. lbe major 

conclusion of this chapter is that the Borel sets form the 

smallest system of sets which contain all the open and 

closed sets, and the union or intersection of any denumer

able number of 'sets in the system is also in the system. 

The discussion is limited to union and intersection of 

denumerable numbers of sets. 

Chapter III is devoted to a discussion of the Baire 

functions and some related topics. The early part of the 

chapter includes a few definitions, theorems and comments 

concerning continuity of functions. The definition and 

properties of the Daire functions are the body of this 

section. The properties of Baire functions that are 

mentioned are shown to be generalizations of properties 

commonly known about continuous functions. 

Some of the relationships that are known to exist 
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between the Borel sets and the Baire functions are included 

1n the fourth cbapt~r, The chapter includes the definition 

of sets associated with a function and several theorems re

lating these sets and functions. The two major theorems 

of this chapter prove that a function of any prescribed 

class is a Baire function of that class if and only if 

all the sets associated with that function are Borel sets 

of the same finite Borel type. 

111e fifth and final chapter is devoted to a brief 

summary of Chapters II, III, ~d IV; conclusions, and 

some suggestions for further stUdy. In addition, each 

chapter includes a brief summary of the important items 

of the chapter and some pertinent observations about the 

work thus far, 

II. DEPINITIONS 

It is assumed that the reader has had some work 

related to the concepts of sets, operations with sets, 

functions, limits, continuity, cardinal and ordinal 

numbers and the properties of the real number system. Any 

good course in analysis, topology or functions would pro

vide the reader ,~ith a sufficient background in the above 

areas, 

Unless otherwise stated, it is to be assumed that 
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the domain and range of any function under discussion is 

the set of real numbers. All sets Gonsidered will be set$ 

of real numbers. 

It will be necessary on occasion to state addi

tional definitions and introduce new concepts; however, 

a few definitions are given here as a basic foundation. 

Definition 1.·1 Two sets are said to be eguiva1ent if and 

only if there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 

elements of the two sets. 

Definition 1.2 A set S is said to be denumerable if and 

only if it is equiva1~nt to the set of positive integers. 

An infinite set that is not denumerable is said to be 

non-denumerable. 

Defini tion 1. 3 A neighborhood of a point P is an open 

in terva1 I such that P € I. 

Definition 1.4 A point P is an interior point of a set G 

if and only if there is a neighborhood I of P such that 

leG. 

Definition 1.5 A set G is open if and only if every point 

of G is an interior point. 

Definition 1.6 A point P is said to be a limit point of 

a set S if and only if every neighborhood of P contains a 
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point of S which is different from P. 

Definition 1.7 A set 11 is saitt to closeo if and only if 

it contains all of its limit points. A set is also closed 

if its complement is open. 

Defini tion 1.8 If S and T are sets and TeSt then the set 

difference t S - T t is the set of all x such that x eS and 

x ~ T. 

Definition 1.9 A set ReS is said to be open relative !.2. 

S if and only if every x € E has a neighborhood I such that 

(I nS)C.(InE). 

Definition 1.10 A set peS is closed relative to S if and 

only if every limit point of F which is in S is in p. 

III. ORDINAL NUMBERS 

It is neither nec~ssary nor desireable to give a 

thorough treatment of ordinal numbers; however, a few con

cepts and properties are needed. These concepts and pro

perties are only mentioned here in order to give their use 

more. meaning at -a later time.' For a more adequate treat

m~nt of ordinal numbers t cardinal numbers and well ordered 
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sets the following are suggested: Goffman,l Wilder2 or 

Hobson. 3 

1be property of ordinal numbers that is of primary 

interest is that they form a well ordered set. This 

well ordering property yields several important results 

used in definitions and proofs throughout the course of 

developement. The first of these is that every~subset 

of ordinal numbers has a first element. lbe subset of 

ordinals that is of interest here is the set of'al1 or

dinals with finite or denumerable cardinal number. The . . 
smallest non-denumerable ordinal n\~ber will be denoted 

by W. It is a limiting ordinal nwnber in the sense that 

it has no immediate predeces~or. TIle order type or ordiw 

nal number of the set of posi tive integers is the first 

or smallest ordinal number with infinite cardinal number 

and is also a limiting ordinal number. Another important 

result of the well ordering of the ordinal numbers is' the 

lCasper Goffman, Real Functions (New York: Rinehart 
& Company, Inc., 1953), Qlapter 2 and Chapter 10. 

2Raymond L. Wilder, IntrOduction to the Fundamentals 
£f. Mathematics (New York:, John \lJiley andSOilS, Inc., 1960),
PP. 115-124. 

3E• W. Hobson, Theor¥ of Functions of ~ Real Variable 
and TIleory of Fourier's Ser~es (Cambri9ge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1907), Chapters 2-6. 
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fact that every element has an immediate successor which 

gives the ordinals the induction property which follows in 

'Theorem 1.1. 

The set of all ordinal nwnbers of finite or denum

,er2..ble cardinal nwnbcr v;ill be used frequently in the 

definitions, theorems, proofs, and discussions which 

follow. The set of all such ordinals will be used frequen

tly as an index set in the treatment of Borel sets as well 

as Baire functions. The set will normally be denoted by, 

"the set of all w 4. WI!. 

IV. TRANSFINITE INDUCTION 

lbere are n~o forms or principles of finite induc

tion for the positive integers. However, only the second 

of these is of interest here. 

Definition 1.11 The Second Principle of Finite Induction 

If S is a set of positive integers such that: 

(1)	 1 ~ S 

(2)	 If all positive integers less than n are in 

S implies that n is in S, then S is the set 

of all positive integers. 

As was mentioned earlier, the set of all ordinal 

numbers form a well ordered set. As is shown in the fol

lo\~ing theorem, the second principle of finite induction 
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generalizes to any Nell ordered set and in particular to the 

set of all orqinals less than a given ordi.nal w. 

Theorem 1.1 If S is the set of all ordinal numbers less 

than a given ordinal w, and TC S such that: 

(1) The first ordinal, 1, is in T 

(2) for all u< \\1, if all ordinals less than u 

are in T implies u is in T 

then SeT. 

Proof: Suppose SIT. Since by hypothesis Tc S, we may 

assume that S - T is non-empty_ . S - T being non-empty 

implies there is some element a in S - T. Since S is a 

well ordered set and S - T is a subset of S, S - T has a 

first element. We have however that 1 e. T by hypothesis; 

hence a I 1. Now by part (2) of the hypothesis, if all 

ordinals less than a are in T, ,then a is in T. This con

tradiction to S - T being non-empty establishes the fact 

that S = T. 

This theorem is called the principle of transfinite 

induction and ,applies to any well qrdered'set. lbis 

principle will be used frequently both in definition 

of Borel sets and Baire functions and in the proof of 

many of the theorems. 



CllAPTBR II 

iTS 

The Borel sets are all the sets that may be obtained 

from the closed and open sets by repeatedly applying the 

operations of union and intersection to denumerable numbers 

of sets. 4 

The closed sets are sets of type FO- The union of a 

denumerable number of sets of type Po yields a set of type 

PI_ The sets obtained by takiag the intersection of any 

denumerable number of sets of type PI are the sets of type 

P2 • TIlis process is continued to define sets of type PUt 

for every u4.w. TIle sets of type f\'l are then defined as 

the union or intersection of any denumerable number of sets 

of type Fu, for U4.W. The operation is union if w is odd 

-and intersection if w is even. Since the first ordinal, 1, 

is odd and the ordinals are alternately even and odd, this 

process defines the Borel sets for all W4.W. In the case 

that w is the limiting ordinal it is designated as even, 

thus every ordinal less than W is designated as even or odd. 

Por w = W no new sets of the type in question are 

obtained. This means that every set of type FW is of type 

4casper Goffman, Real Functions ( New York: Rinehart 
& Company, Inc.~ 1953), page 134. 
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Fw for some w.( W. To see this consider any set S of type 
coOI;I 

FW~ Since W is ev~n, being the limiti.ng or:dina1, S ~ USn,"1" . 
where each Sn is of type wn and each wn is of type less 

than W. By definition of the sets themselves, each wn is 

of denumerable cardinal number, hence the least upper bound 

of the set [wnl n = 1,2,3, ••• ] is of denumerable cardinal 

number and S is of type Fw for some w '- w. 

Thus by transfinite induction the sets of type Fw 

are def ined for all ordinals w J.. W. 

An analogous system 'of sets are obtained by beginning 

with the open sets which are said to be of type GO. TIle 

intersection of any denumerable number of sets of type GO 

is a set of type Gl. The sets of type G2 are obtained by 

taking the union of any denumerable number of sets of type 

If the sets of type have been"defined for all ULW,G1 • Gu 

the sets of type ~~ are formed by talcing the union or inter

section of a denumerable number of sets of type Gu for U4W. 

The operation is union if w is even and intersection if w is 

odd. By transfinite induction, the sets of type Gw are thus 

defined for all w '" W. 

The sets of types FO, FI, F2, ••• Fw, ••• ; for all WL.W 

and those of types GO, GI, G2/••• 'Gw, ••• ; for all WL.W are 

called the Borel sets. 

It is seen from the definition that all the Borel 
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sets are obtained ultimately from the closed and open sets. 

In view of this d~finition it seems reasonable to ~xpect the 

Borel'sets to retain some of the properties of the closed 

and open sets. TIlis is indeed the case. lbe remainder of 

this chapter is devoted to the investigation of these some

\'1Ila t generalized propert ies. 

One form of the definition of a closed set is that a 

given set is closed if and only if its complement is open. 

This property generalizes to all the Borel sets as is shown 

by the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.1 TIle complement of every set of type Fw is of 

type G,'1' and the complement of every set of type Gw is of 

type Fw• 

Proof: Use transfinite induction. Since by the definition 

the sets of type Po and GO are closed and open respectively, 

the statement is true for w = O. Assume it holds for all 

U '\'1 and further tha.t w is even. Let S be any set of type 

Fw• From the definition of a set of type F\"l for W being.. 
even, S = n Sn \'1here each Sn is of lower type than \'J. O'le 

'1"'1 

say lower type and not preceeding type in view of the 1imit

ing ordinal). Dy the induction hypothesis, the complement 

of each Sn ( denoted by C(Sn) is of type Gu , for u 4 w. But 
.". 

C(S) =U C(Sn) by DeMorgan's Law, and therefore C(S) is of 
~"C, 

type ~\l" being the union of a denumerable number of sets of 
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lower type. If w is odd, S =U Sn and cCS) : nC('Sn) again 
1'1::01 1"':.\' 

by DeMo~~an's Law and C(S) is of type Gw, h~nc~ by trans~ 

finite induction, for all \-l~ i'w, the complement of every set 

of type F"" is of type Gw• 

Proof: (part 2) TI1e complement of every set of type Gw is 

of type Pw. Now suppose that w is even and S is any set of 

type (;,..,. By the definition of a set of type Gw for w even, 
eo 

S = ,..~ Sn where again each Sn is of type Gu for u '- w. By the 

induction hypothesis the complement of each Sn is of type Fu 
00 

and C(S) = ('\ C(Sn); hence, C(S) is of type Fw from the def-
1'\ L I 

inition of a set of type Fw for w even. If w is odd, as 

above, replace union by intersection in the definition of S 

and the proof is similar. Hence the complement of ,every set 

of type c;'J is of type Fw for all Wi.. W and the theorem is 

established. 

Before proceeding, a review of some of the properties 

of union and intersection of denumerable sets are in order. 

TI1e union of a denumerable number of sets each of which is 

denumerable is itself a denumerable set. This can be seen 

by considering any denumerable sequence of denumerable sets; 

AI, A2, A3, .•• ,An , ••• , where each set contains a denumerable 

number of elements. Then each set Ai for i = 1,2,3, ••• ,0, ••• 

may be written as: Ai = ail, ai2, ••• ,ain, •••• The familiar 

diagonal proce5s may be used to illustrate the denumerability 
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of the union of the set of Ai's. A similar result holds 

'for the operation of intersection and follows readily fro 

the definition of intetsection of s~ts. 

One property of open sets is that the union of any 

number of open sets as well as the intersection of any finite 

number of open sets is open. The intersection of any number 

as well as the union of any finite number of closed se~s is 

closed, is a familiar property of closed sets_ The exten

sion of these properties to all of the Borel sets is accom

plished in the following theorem. 

111eorem 2.2 If W 4 W is even, the intersection of any denum

erable numbe.r of sets of type Fw is of type Fw,. and the 

union of any denumerable number of sets of type Gw is ~f 

type Gw. 

Proof: For the sets of type Fw if w is zero, the theorem 

holds because of the property of closed sets cited immed

iately predeeding the statement of the theorem. Let w be 

even and let S be any set which is written, S = n ~ 

Sn \vhere
":, 

each Sn is of type Pw- Then by the definition of sets of 

type Fw for w being even, each Sn is the intersection of a 

denumerable number of sets of lo\~er type which can be writ

ten as Sn =n<XJ 

Snm, where each Snm is of 'type Fu for u L w. 
"0 ot> 

Thus we have 
"'~I 

S = n ( n Snm), as the intersection of a 
t\ ':.1 'It":'1 

denumerable number os sets, each denumerable and of lower 
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type than w, and hence S is of type Fw by definition. 
(JO 

Por sets of type &."', let S =USn, where each Sn is" ~, 

of type c;..,. 'n1en eachSn ~ U Smn, wh~r~ ea.ch 5nm i.s 0.£ typ~ 
""':. I 

()O 10 

Gu for u <: w. NoW' S = U ( U Snm), and since the union of a 
" ::. I ... ~ I 

denumerable number of sets each denumerable is denumerable, 

S is the union of a denumerable number of sets of lower type 

and is of type Gw by definition of a set of type Gw for w 

even. 

As a companion to this theorem we have the following 

one which states a similar result for odd ordinals. 

Theorem 2.3 For all odd ordinals '1/" W, the union of any 

denumerable number of sets of type Fw is of type Fw, and the 

intersection of a denumerable number of sets of type ~.., is 

of type Gw. 
00 

Proof: Let S = USn, where each Sn is of type F\'o/. Then 
1\= I 

each Sn is the union of a denumerable number of sets of 
co 

lower type; that is, Sn = U Sum, where each Snm is of type 
Pl\'" 

Fu for u£w. I-lence, as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, S = 
00 Q) 

U ( U Snm). Thus S, as the union of a denumerable number 
"':.' "':'1 

of sets of lower type, is of type Fw by definition of a set 

of that type. 

The proof for sets of type Gw is again similar. All 

that is to be done is to replace even by odd and intersection 
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by union and using the very same pattern that was used in 

the proof of Theorem 2.2. 

In view of the two preceeding theorems concerning the 

set operations of union and intersection of Borel sets, the 

question arises as to the conditions under which these oper

ations will always preserve the "type ll of the set. As might 

be expected, the answer is very similar to that regarding 

the open and closed sets. 

Ibeorem 2.4 For all w" ~\1, the union and intersection of any. 
two sets of type Fw is of type Fw• 

Before proceeding with the proof, the following lemma 

is needed. 

Lemma 2.1 For any set A and any denumerable collection of 
act 00 

sets; T1, T2, T3, ••• ,Tn , ••• : (1) An (U Tn) = U (A n Tn), 
c;JO 1\=' ,,==, 

and <2) A U ( nTn) = n (A LJ Tn) • 
.. :., 1'1 =1
 

0iIll
 

Proof of lemma: Let x fAn ( U Tn), then by the definition- ,.::., 
co A> 

of the intersection of sets, x e A and x( U Tn. If xf U Tn, 
II '" "':. 

then x£ Ti for some i. Now if x~A and x, Ti for some i, .. 
then X~ AnTi for the same i, and hence X~ U (Af\Tn) • 

ClO 
.. ",lZl 

I-Ience An (U Tn)C U (A nTn).
L-\.f n::.. 

"I) 

Now let xE U (A nTn), tllen x to AnTi for some 1, 
" 0: , 

again by definition of union. It follows that Xi A and 
ClQ 

xETi, and hence that xtAn< UTi). Therefore we have 
1'1 =I 
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shown that U (A n Tn)C A n(U Tn), and by set inclusion 
n:l	 ":'1 

both ways, part (1) of the lemma is established. lbe proof 

for part (2) is very similar and iB not given. 

Proof of Theorem 2.~: The theorem holds for the closed sets 

and hence for w == 0., Now let w' be odd and assume the state

ment holds for all u <. w. Let Sand T be any h\1O sets of 
00	 Ill) 

type Fw• Then S ;:: U Sn and T ;:: lj Tm, where each Sn and Tmt\ :..	 ft'II - J 

tIQ III' 

is of type u" w. Now S n T ;:: (U Sn) n (LJ Tm), and by 
•	 n,:,( "'':1 

00 lID 

application of Lemma 2.1, SilT;:: U ( U (Sn nTm)). Now, Sn 
"'::J ,...:t _ 

and Tm are both of typ~ Fu for u.t: wand by assumption the 

intersection, Sn n Tm, is of type r u• Hence S nT, as the 

'union of a denumerable number of sets of lower type, is of 

type Pw by definition of such a set. Thus by transfinite 

induction the intersection of two sets of type Fw is a set 

of the same type for w being an odd ordinal. If w is even 

the theorem reduces to a special case of TIleorem 2.2. 

The case for the union of two sets of type Fw for w 

being even, S U T, is similar. TIle proof is accomplished by 

replacing union by intersection in each occurence and by 

using part (2) of the lemma. lbe case for the odd ordinals 

and the union of two sets reduces to a special case of 

Theorem 2.3. 

Theorem 2.5 Por every w (. W, the union and intersection of 

two sets of type Gw is a set of type Gw. 
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Proof 0 f Theorem 2.5: l11e theorem holds for the open sets 

and hence for w = O. Now consider the union of two sets of 

type Gw. If w is even the theorem reduces to a special case 

of Theorem 2.2. Assume that w is odd and further that the 

statement holds for all u {\'f. Let Sand T be any two sets 
t:O "" 

of type ~'l. Then S :; n Sn and T = n Tm, where Sn and Tm are 
~:'I ~2,. .. 

of type Gu for u,"w. Now S U T = (n Sn) U <n Tm). Again 
,,~ • "" ... I 

by distribution of union over intersection, we get SUT as 

the intersection of a denumerable number of sets each denum

erable and hence is denumerable. lben S U T as the inter

section of a denumerable number of sets of lower type is of 

type Gw by definition of sets of type ~~ for W being an odd 

ordinal. By transfinite induction the union of any two sets 

of type ~1 is a set of tye same type. 

TI1e case for the intersection is again similar to the 

first part of the proof of lneorem 2.4, with Fw replaced by 

~1, if w is even. If w is odd the theorem becomes a special 

case of Theorem 2.3 •. 

The two theorems above can easily be generalized to 

the corresponding case for any finite number of sets by use 

of finite induction. To state this precisely and to summar

ize the above theorems, a single theorem may be stated. 

Theorem 2.6 For all w~W the union and intersection of any 

finite number of sets of type Fw (of type Ow) is a set of 
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the same type. 

The definition of open set as gIven in Chanter I 

leads immediately to the conclusion that every open set of 

real numbers is the union of a collection of open intervals. 

To see that every open set can be written as the union of a 

denumerable number of open intervals, it is only necessary 

to assign to each rational number in the set an open inter

val that contains it. Since the rational numbers are dense, 

this collection of open intervals covers the open set. 

Since the rational num~ers are denumerable, these observa

tions yield the result that every open set can be written as 

the union of a denumerable number of open intervals. In 

addition, every open interval may be written as the union of 

a denumerable number of closed intervals. To justify this 

it is only necessary to consider the open interval (a,b), 

where a.( b. This interval can be wri tten as the union of the 

closed intervals (a +!., b - !.] where n == 1,2,3, ••• , and 
n n 

where n> 2 • Clearly these closed intervals are denum
b - a 

erab1e in number and their union will be (a,b). 

The properties of open sets in the above paragraph, 

and the definition of Borel sets gives rise to the question 

of whether or not all of these sets are distinct or even 

needed. In the above arguments it was shown that every set 

of type GO could be written as a set of type Fl. Does this 
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observation or a generalization of it hold for all of the 

Borel sets? It does, as is shown in the following theorem 

which shows that all the Borel sets are identical to the 

sets of types Fw only, or those of types Gw only. 

lbeorem 2.7 Por all w~W, (1) every set of type Gw is of 

type Fw+l, and (2) every set of type Fw is of type Gw+l. 

Proof, part (1): Since every open set can be written as the 

union of a denumerable nt~ber of closed sets the theorem 

holds for w = O. Now let w be odd and assume that the state

ment holds for all u '- W. Let S be any set of type Gw. Then 

S = nIlO 

Sn where each Sn is of type Gu for u ~ w. By hypothesis,. ... 
each set So is of type PU+l for (u+l) ~(w+l). Since w is by 

.
as:::;umption odd, w + 1 is even and 1\...+1 =Q IZ( u+l)n by def,. 
ini tion of sets of type Fw for w being even. Thus S =n Sn 

1\'1\ 
00 

= (\ P(u+l)n is of type Fw+l. If w is even the proof is very 
'" ~ I 

similar. Observe that if w is even and S is a set of type 

R.... , then w + 1 is odd and I\-V+I is written as the union of a 

denumerable number of sets of lo......er type, which is precisely 

the \'lay S is wr i tten. lIenee by transf ini te induct ion every·· 

set of type Gw is of type Fw+l. 

Proof, part (2): TIle proof is very similar to that of part 

(1) except for showing that every set of type Fa is of type 

Gl. This follows by observing that every set of type GO is 

of type PI and that the complement of a set of type GO is a 
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set of type FO and the complement of Cllly set of type FI is 

a set of type Gl-

In working with open sets, closed sets, union and 

intersection of sets, the results of these operations do 

not always yield a set of the same t'1cind". Por example, 

the intersection of the set of open intervals of the form 

(_~, l) for all positive integers n, yields a closed set, 
n n 

the point O. In the preceeding paragraphs it was shown that 

the union of a number of closed sets was an open set. Thus 

the question arises cortcerning the structure of a system of 

sets, namely, under what conditions will a system of sets be 

"closed" with respect to the operations of union, intersec

tion and complementation. In other words, when will the 

union or intersection of sets in the system of sets always 

yield another set of the same system. 111e answer lies in 

the system of Borel sets. TI1is very important result, or 

property of the Borel sets, is summarized in the following 

form. 

Theorem 2.8 The Borel sets form the smallest system of sets 

such that: 

(1)	 All the open and closed sets are in the system 

(2)	 1ne union and intersection of any denumerable 

number of sets in the system is a set of the 

same system. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.8 Let S be any system of sets which 

satisfies these two conditions. It will be shown that all 

of the Borel sets are in the system S. By part (1) of the 

hypothesis, all the sets of types Fa and Go are in S. 

Assume that the sets of types Fu for all u ~ ware in the 

system. Suppose w is even and let T be any set of type ~/. 
GO 

By definition then, T =1), Tn where each Tn is of lower type 
t» 

than Fw• By part (2) of the hypothesis, n Tn and hence T, 
II': • 

which is of type Pw' is in the system. 

If w is odd and T is any set of type Fw' then by.. 
definition of ~~, T = U Tn where each Tn is of lower type 

1'\'" 

than ~". Since each Tn is in the system by hypothesis or 
aQ 

assumpt ion and ~ Tn is in the system by par t (2)· of the hypo

thesis, T and hence ~~ is in the system. lnus by transfinite 

induction all the sets of type Pw are in the system for all 

w c: W. 

Since by Theorem 2.7 all the Borel sets are identical 

to the sets of types PO, Fl, F2, ••• ,I\~, .•.• for all w.t.W, 

all the· Borel sets are in the system S. 

This theorem shows that any system of sets which is 

"self contained'1· with regard to the closed and open sets, 

with the operations of union and jntersection on denumerable 

numbers of sets, must contain all the Borel sets and hence 

~10WS that the Borel sets from the smallest system of sets 

which satisfies those two properties. 
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The Dorel sets are seen to be a very interesting 

system of sets. They are obtained by beCinninff with the 

open and closed sets, which are complements cf one another, 

and be performing the set operations of union and intersec

tion alternately to denumerable numbers of sets. Tne end 

result is a system of sets whicQ behave very much like the 

sets from which they were obtained. 

In the work that follows, the Borel sets will be 

shown generally to be related to the Baire functions in 

much the same manner as the closed and open sets are related 

to the continuous functions. 



CHAPTER III 

IRS PUNcrI 

The properties of Haire functions as presented in 

this chapter are generally considered to be extensions or 

generalizations of properties of continuous functions. 

No effort is made here to give a thorough treatment 

of continuous functions; however, a foundation of work with 

continuous functions is necessary. The material presented 

in the first section of this chapter serves only as a review 

for the reader and a gathering place for material needed at 

a later time. 

1. CONTINUOUS FUNCfIONS 

The work of this section depends very heavily on sev

eral concepts related to functions and in particular to the 

continuous functions. The most basic of these is the concept 

of a sequence. 

Definition 3.1 A seguence, S = [anI, of real numbers is a 

function which maps the set of positive integers into the 

set of real numbers. The n-th term of the sequence is the 

image of the integer n under the function. 

Definition 3.2 A sequence of real numbers, [an]' converges 

to a real number A if and only if given any real number e> 0 
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there is an integer N such that if n>N, then Ian - A/£e. 

TI1e number A is called the of the sequence~ The 

standard notation for this is lim an =A. 
"~"" 

If the function in the above definition has a set of 

functions as its ran~e, then the sequence is called a sequeoce 

of functions. Thus for every real number a, the sequence is 

just a sequence of real numbers, [fnCa)} • 

Definition 3.3 A sequence of functions, [fnCx)], is said to 

be convergent at a point a if and only if the sequence of 

real numpers [fn (a)l is convergent. The sequence converges 

"pointwise" on a set S if and only if it converges for every 

a e s. 

TI1e continu~us real functions or a real variable are 

of primary interest to those studying Calculus or analysis. 

Among the definitions of continuous functions that appear in 

textbooks are these: 

Definition 3.4 A function fCx) is continuous at a point a, 

of a set S, if and only if for every e >0, there is ad,. 0 

such that whenever jx - al L d, then IfCx) - fCa)1 '- e. 

Definition 3.5 A function f(x) is continuous at a point a, 

of a set S, if and only if for every sequence [an 1which 

converges to a, then the sequence [f(an )} converges to f(a). 
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efinition 3.6 A function f(x) is continuous at a point a, 

of a s~t S, if and. on.ly if for eveJ;'y open set G containing 

fCa) there is an open s c~ntA!ning a such that eV~r 

X f. H and x is in the domain of f, then f(x)C G. 

Definition 3.7 In each case above the function f(x) is £QQ

tinuous on a set S if and only if it is continuous at, every----- , 

point of S. 

Definition 3.8 A function f(x) is continuous on a set S if 

and only if for every open set G in the range of f, then 
-1

f (G) 
' 

is open. 

It can be shown that Definitions 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 and 

3.8 are equivalent for the real functions. Definitions 3.4 

and 3.5 are shown to be equivalent in Goffman. 5 For the 

equivalence of 3.6 and 3.8 see Hall and Spence~.6 Definitions 

3.5 and 3.6 are also shown to be equivalent in Hall"and 

Spencer. 7 

The properties of the continuous functions are many 

and varied. It is for this reason that the continuous func

tions are so important. Some of the elementary properties 

5Casper Goffman, Real Functions (New York: Rinehart & 
Co., Inc. 1953), page 82. 

6Dick W. Hall and Guilford L. Spencer:',II, Elementary: 
Topology (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1955), page 48. 

7 Ibid., p. 47. 

...
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of continuous functions are: If fex) and g(x) are both 

continuous and defined on' the same domain, then the sum and 

product of th~ tw~ funct10 i Iso continuous. ; in 

addition, g(x) is never zero, then the quotient, f(x)/g(x), 

is also continuous. Under the added condition that the range 

of g agrees with the domain of f, the composition function, 

f(g(x», is also continuous. TIle proofs of these properties 

may be found in any textbook on elementary calculus. 

Definition 3.9 A sequence [fn(x)l of functions converGes 

uniformly on a set S ff and only if for every e >0 there is 

an N such that for all m, n > N and for every x E: S, it is true 

that Ifm(x) - fn(x)1 L e. 

Is the limit function of a sequence of continuous 

functions continuous? Not necessarily, as is shown by the 

following example. 

Example 3 ..1 lbe function f(x) defined on (0,00) as: 

fex) = 0 if x = 0, and f(x) = 1 if x ~ 0 may be used to illus

trate this point. The sequence {fn(x)] of functions defined 

by: f n (x) = 1 if x ~ 1, and fn(x) = nx if x "1 is continuous 
n n 

on (0,00).' Also, lim fn(x) = f(x). lIm.;ever, the function 
" -.t e:t> 

f(x) is not continuous at the point x = O. TI1US there is a 

sequence of continuous functions which converges to a func

tion which is not continuous. 
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Definition 3.9 on the previous page may also b"e 

stated without using the Cauchy condition. 

Definition 3.10 A sequence [fn(x)} of functions converges 

uniformly on a set S if and only if there exists a function 

fCx) in which for every e) 0 there is an N such that for all 

n>N, and for all xE S, Ifn(x) - fCx)j J. e. 

From the above definitions of pointwise convergence 

and uniform convergence, it is obvious that uniform conver

gence implies pointwise or ordinary convergence. 

In contrast to the example on the previous page, it 

will be shown that if the sequence of continuous ,functions 

converges uniformly, the limit function will indeed be a 

continuous function. 

Ineorem 3.1 If [fn(x)] is a sequence of functions, contin

uous at every a£ S, and uniformly convergent on S to f(x), 

then f(x) = lim fn(x) is continuous at at S. 
I\~ClO 

Proo£.: Let e;, O. Since {fn(x)! is uniformly convergent, 

the re is an N for \'JI1 i ch If (x) - f n Cx ) I L e, for all n.> Nand 
'! 

for all x. Since fn(x) is continuous at a, for every n>N 

there is ad> 0 such that if Z f- Sand tz - at L d, then 

Ifn (z) - f n (a) I < e. Now s uppos e iz - a I L d and z t S. 111en 
'! 

!fCz) - fCa)l= \fCz) - fn(z) + fn(z) - fnCa) + fnCa) - fCa)1 

~ jfCz) - fn(,z)/ + Ifn~z) - fn(,a)/ + \fn(,a) - f(a)I:-~ + ~ + ~ 
3 ...> 3 
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= e. Thus for every point Z€S such that Iz - alLd, 

lf(z) - f(a)ll.. e and f(x) is continuous at the point a Eo S. 

1,!uch of the 'material that fo110\\l's d@oends on the 

concepts of a nowhere aense t and a set of the first cate

gory. 

Definition 3.12 A set S is said to be nowhere dense if and 

only if its closure contains no open interval I, such that 

Ie S. 

Definition 3.13 A set· S is said to be of the first category 

if and only if it is the union of a finite or denumerable 

number of nowhere dense sets. If a set is not of the first 

category, then it is said to be of the second category. 

Theorem 3.2 lbe union of a finite or denumerable number of 

sets of the first category, is a set of the first category. 
I!lO 

Proof: Conside r S = USn 'where ach Sn is of the first 
"0.' 

a:>

category. TI1en for each n, Sn = U Snm where each Snm is 
... =t 

nowhere dense by definition of a set of the first category. 
... IIll 

Now, S = U ( U Snm) is the union of a denumerable number of 
... ~ I '" ~, 

denumerable unions which is the union of a denumerable num

ber of sets. Since each set is nowhere dense, S is then by 

definition a set of the first category. 

lbeorem 3.3 Any set of type PI is either of the first 
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category or it contains an interval as a subset. 
all 

Proof: If S is any set of type Fl, then S ::: U Sn vlhere 
1\ ..1 

each Sn is closed. (See the definition of Borel sets as 

given in Chapter II). If every Sn is nowhere dense, then 

S is of the first category by definition and the theorem 

is proven. If some one of the Sn is not nowhere dense, then 

there is a point x of Sn such that there is a neiBhborhood 

of x containing no points of Sn. (This is from the defini

tion of a nowhere dense set). By the definition of a closed 

set then, x is not a point of Sn, and thus Sn contains an 

interval. I-lence if some Sn is not nowhere dense, Sn contains 
0<) 

an interval and so does S = USn_ Thus if all tbe Sn are 
... 1 

nowhere dense, S is of the first category, and if some one 

of them is not nowhere dense, S contains an interval and 

the theorem is established. 

l11eorem 3.4 If f(x) is any function defined on the real 

line, the set of points of discontinuity of f(x) is of type 

F1_ 

Proof: Let D(f) be the set of points of discontinuity of 

f(x). Introduce the sets Dn(f) for n = 1,2,3, •••• Let 

z €Dn(f) if and only if, for every neighborhood I of z, 

there exist x,y, elements of I, such that If(x) - f(y)1 ~ !. 
~ n 

There are then two things to show: (1) D(f) ="Y, Dn(f) and 

(2) Dn(f) is closed for every n. 
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Proof of (1): Let Z~~~ Dn(f), then there is an n 

such that z .. D.p (f), by def ini tion of union. So for every 

d) 0 there exists an' x and a y such that \ x - zj J. d, 

Iy - zl " d and jfex) - f(y)/? l. Thus there is a w such 
n 

that lw - zit.. d and If(w) - fez) I> I. Hence f(x) is not 
3n 

continuous at z and thus z € D~f). 

If x £. D~f) there is an e > 0 such that for every d> 0 

there is an x with Ix - z II.. d and /f(x) - f(z)[ ;> e. TI1ere 

is an n such that e >1.. Let I be any neighborhood of z. 
n 

TIlere is an x €. I such tha t ~ f(x) - f(z)\ > e>!.. So Xe Dn(f), 
n 

and x€ 'U Dn(f). As a result of the two precceding para
«l 

/\:. I 
-0 

graphs by set inclusion hoth \';'8.ys, DeE) =U Dn(f).
"Col 

Proof of (2): Let n be some positive integer and 

let z be a limit point of Dn(f). 1bere is by definition of 

limit point a sequence [zm], where each zm is in Dn(f) and 

lim zm = z. Let I be any neighborhood of z. TIlere is an m 
~~~ 

such that zm €. I, so that I is a neighborhood of Zm. Since 

Zm€ Dn(f), there are points x,y ~ I such that If(x) - f(y)\! 1
n 

Now since I is an arbitrary neighborhood of z, it follows 

that ZE Dn(f), and bence that Dn(f) is closed since it must 

contain all of its limit points. Thus it has been shown 

that D(f) is the union of a finite or denumerable number of 

closed sets and is of type P1 by definition. 

Definition 3.14 A sequence of functions [fn(x)l is said to 
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converge uniformly at ~ point z if and only if for every 

e)' 0 there is p.. d;70 and an N such that if n,m> Nand 

lx - z \ J... ct, LL~n IfnlX) - fm~x)I' '- e. 

This clefini tion says, in effect, that a sequence of 

functions converges uniformly at a point if and only if 

there is a neiGhborhood I of point z such that the sequence 

converges for all points x of I. 

1beorem 3.5 If a sequence fn(x) of continuous functions 

converges to f~x) on an open interval (a,b), it converges 

uniformly to f(x) at some point z c (a, b). 

Proof: If z €: (a, b), there is an N such that for every 

n,m >N, Ifn~z) - fml,.z)1 f: e. Let EN be the set of points of 

(a,b) for which this condition holds for N and e. Then 
00 

(a,b) = UEN. By a theorem which will be proven later, 
N~I 

111eorem 4.2, for every n,m tl1e set of points z for Vvhich 

\fn(z) - fm(z)! f e is a closed set since \fn(z) - fm(z)!, 

being the sum of two continuous functions is continuous. 

lbus EN is a closed set. But there is an N for whicb EN is 
IICI 

not nowhere dense; for, otherwise (a,b) =Ill!. Ej\.T.'would be of 

the first category which is not possible by TIleorems 3.3 

and 3.4. Since EN is not nowhere dense it contains a closed 

interval. It has thus been shown that for every e> 0 there 

is an N and a closed subinterval [a l ,b l] C (a,b) such that 

for every z, [al,b l] and n,m>N, \fn(z) - fm(z)1 ~ e. 
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No\''' there is an [al,blJ C Ca,b) <lnd an N1 such that 

for n,m >Nl and xi: [al,bl], (fn(X) - fm(x)l~ 1. TIlere is 

an [a2,b0~ Cal,bl) and an N2 such that for every n,m>N2 

and z& [a2,b~, ]fnCz) - fmCz)l! fr- Proceeding in this way, 

a sequence of closed intervals is obtained each of which is 

in the open interval obtained by deleting the end points of 

its predecessor, and a sequence of positive integers NI , N2, 

N3 ,. - • ,N
Ie 

such that for eve ry Ie, for eve ry z € CalC' bIe ) and 

for every n,m >NIe , IfnCz) - Im(Z) l ~ 1_ But there is an 
~ ~ k f"1 

x€ D, [a Ie , b Ie1 so tha~ x€ L1, (ak,bk ). The sequence l.Jn.(X)S 

converges uniformly to f(x) at point x. To see this, let 

e >O. 111ere is a Ie such that 1 t.. e and x E (:lIe' bk ) • For 
}o, 

every x ~ (ak , bk ) and n,m > 'N1e;:t If (x) - f (x)\ ~ 1 , e. 8 n m k 

Theorem 3.6 The set of points of discontinuity of a func

tion which is the limit of a convergent sequence of con

tinuous functions is of the first category_ 

Proof: By lbeorem 3.4 the set of "nts of discontinuity of 

such a function is of type PI- By lbeorem 3.3 any set of 

type Fl is either of the first category or it contains an 

interval. Since the limit function of a uniformly conver

gent sequence of continuous functions is continuous, by 

8Casper Goffman, Re~1 Functions (New York: Rinehart 
& Co., Inc., 1953), PP. 108-109. 
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Theorem 3.5 the limit function 11as a Point of continuity in 

every interval. Hence the set of points ot di~continuity 

contains no interval, and is again by Theorem 3.3 of the 

first category. 

I I. BAI RE FUNcrIO 

The continuous functions are put into a classifica

tion of Baire class 0, which will be denoted by fa. Func

tions wbich are limits of convergent sequences of continuous 

ftlnctions are of Baire class 1 or f 1- Functions which are 

limits of convergent sequences of funct~.ons of type f 1, are 

of Haire class 2 or f 2 • This process is continued to define 

the Baire functions of Baire class \oJ for all w L W. If tor 

all tI "'- w the functions of Baire class u have been defined, 

the functions of type or class ware defined as limits of 

convergent sequences of functions of type f u for u",w. By 

transfinite induction, this defines the Baire functions of 

every type or class w for all w"'-\'lJ. 

The functions defined above are called the Baire 

functions. It should be noted that these Daire classes 

need not be disjoint in view of the way in which they were 

defined~ 

It has been proven by Lebesgue in Sur 1es Functions 

Representab1es Ana1ytiguement that functions of each of the 
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Baire classes exist in the sense that it is possible to 

define a function of any. prescribed Daire class. 9 
. In ~on-

trast it is also known ~lat ther o :ist netiotls ch 

do n6t belong to any Baire c1ass. 10 

The statements and theorems that follow are a partial 

investigation of the properties of Baire functions. It will 

be seen that these properties follow quite closely those of 

continuous fW1ctions in a sense. The proofs of many of 

these properties depend ratber heavily on the theory of 1im

its which can be found in most textbooJl:s in calculus, analy

sis, or topology. .111e proofs utilize: the theoty of trans

finite induction and t. first ordinal with nondenum~rable 

cardinal number, \' .• 

Theorem 3.7 For every \,'t' ~ W, the sum and product of two 

functions of type f w is of type f •w

Proof: In view of the properties on continuous functions 

the t!:eorem holds for w = O. Consider \'II" W and assume the 

the orem holds for all V" w. Let f (x) and g(x) be :lny two 

functions of type f~. Ib.en by definitio f(x) = l::_rn fn(x) 
", ..

('\ 

~B. W. Hobson, ~leory of Functions of a Real Variable 
and ~ TI1eory of Fourieris Series (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1907), page 532. 

10E• J. Townsend, Functions of Real Varia~les (New 
Yorlc: Henry HoI t and Company, 1928T;'" page 145. 
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and g(x) = lim gn(x), where for every n, fn(x) and gn(x) 
" ..... <>0 

are of type fv , for v ~ w. I\ow, [fn(x) + gn(X)] and 

[fn (x) .. gn ex;)] are of type fv ' since the limit of the sum 

equals the sum of the limits and similarly for products .. 

By definition then, f(x) + g(x) = lim [fn(x) + g (x)] and 
~~~ n 

since fn(x) + gn(x) is of type f v by assumption for every 

n; f(x) + g(x) is the limit of a convergent sequence of 

functions of lower type and is of type fw by definition. 

lbe argument for the product, f(x) .. g(x) is very similar. 

By transfinite induction the theorem is now proven. 

'lbeorem 3 .. 8 For every w L W, if f(x) is of type w, ~nd f(x) 

is never 0, then 1 is of type f w• 
nxr 

Proof: In view of the properties of continuous functions 

the theorem holds for w = 0, as a special case of the quo

tient rule for such functions. Let f(x) be any function 

of type fw• Then f(x) = lim fn(x), where fn(x) is of type
n""'" 00 

v (. w for every n. Now, J = lim [ 1 ] where each 
f ex;) "...,,,,, fn(x) 

1 is 0 f type fv for v 4 w by assumption.. Hence 1 , 
tn(X) TIXY 
as the limit of a convergent sequence of functions of lower 

type, is of type fw by definition of a function of type f w• 

By transfinite induction the proof is complete. 

The properties of continuous functions may be used to 

suggest several other properties of functions of Baire class 

w for all w" \Iv.. Two of the most obvious properties deal 
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with a real multiple of a Baire function and the absolute 

value of such functions. The next two theorems are given 

I"oli thout proof', 11 hey dep~nd only on ~ 5~al1 ~moutlt of 

algebraic manipulation of limits and simple application of 

transfinite induction. 

Theorem 3.9 If [(x) is any function of type f w' then cf(x) 

is of type f VJ ' where Vol t: Wand c is any non-zero real number. 

11120rem 3.10 For every w < \~, if f(x) is of type f w ' then 

}f(x)1 is of type f w• 

Theorem 3.11 For every W4 W, if f(x) and g(x) are of type 

f w, then the maximum ( f(x), g(x) ) and the minimum 

( f(x), g(x) ) are of type f w• 

Proof: lne functions f(x) + g(x) and f(x) - ~(x) are 

of type f in view of Theorems 3.7 a.od 3.10. Thus thew 

functions max(f(x), g(x)) =!(f(x) + g(x)) + t(f(x) - g(x)) 

and min(f(x), g(x)) = i(f(x) + g(x)) - t(f(x) - g(x) are 

of type f w, by using the above mentioned theorems along with 

Theorem 3.9. 

The next concept is an extension of lbeorem 3.1. 

TIlis theorem states that the limit function of a uniformly 

convergent sequence of continuous functions is continuous. 

The theorem that follows here generalizes an analogous 

result for all Baire classes of functions. 
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Theorem 3.12 For every w '" hi, the limit funct ion of a uni

formly conver~ent secuenc f functions of type f w, is of 

type f w • 

The proof of this theorem nds on the following 

lemma which deals with bounded Baire functions. 

Lemma 3.1 For eve ry \'l l.. ~"J, if f (x) is of type f w and 

If(x)/ ~ k for every x, vJbere k '> 0; then f(x) = lim f n (x)
n"'t>o 

'Ii/here each fn(x) is of type f u for u l w, and Ifn(x) I ~ k 

for every x. 

Proof of lemma: Since f(x) is of type fw, there is, by the 

definition of a fu~ction of that type, a sequence [go(x)l 

sucl1 that lim gn (x) ~ f(x) \'Jhere gl1 (x) is of type f u for 
n~M . 

u "w. Let hn = min (gn (x), k) and f n (x) = max(h n (x), -k). 

By Theorem 3.11, each f n (x) is of type u for u 4 W. The 

process used to define fn(x) shows that f(x) = lim fnCx). 
n-t~ 

Thus, also, Ifn~x)1 ~ k and the lemma is proven. 

Proof of Theorem 3.12: In view of the similar property for 

continuous functions, Theorem 3.1, tl1e theorem holdS for 

"il = O. Suppose it 11olo.s for all u l. w. Let [fn(x)~ be a 

uniformly convergent sequence of functions of type f u , and 
00 

let f(x) = lim fn(x). Now', f (x) :: 2. (f n+1 (x) - f n ~ x)) + f 1 (x) 
n=ln""" 

where the series converges uniformly to f"x). Hence there 
dO 

is a convergent series ~kn of positive integers such that ..... , 
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for every n and x Ifn+llX) - fn(x)~ ~ kno 

For every n the function (fn+l(x) - fnlX» is of 

type f u• Hence there is a sequence {fnmlx)J of functions 

of lower type than f u which converges to each function 

(fn+llx) - fnlX), such that for, every m and every x, 

Ifnm(x)l~kn by Lemma 3.1. Consider the sequence [gnlX)] 

defined by: gl(X) = fll(X), g2(x) = f 12 (x) + f 22 (x), ••• , 

~(x) = flmlx) + f 2m (x) + ••• + fmmlX), ••• • For every n, 

gn lx) is of 10\\ler type than f u. 

Next we show that flx) = lim gm(x), thus proving the 
()Q 

theorem. Let e>O. There is an N such that "ilcn "e.
,/ ":".. - '! 

Ilence for every x, lflx) - f 1 (x) - 2"- \. f n+llx) - f n lx» I L e. 
n ~ \ '! 

Nmv fix x. There is an Nl such that for every n >N and m >Nt, 

Il f n+llx) - f n l x» - f run l x) I L e • Let m :: max l N, N 1 ). Then
 
3N"
 

IflX) - gmlx)1 L IflX) - fllX) -2(fn+l (x) - fn(x» + 

f {( f n+IIx) - f n (x» - f run lx) I + 
1\"" 

:£ Ifnm lx)1 ( e + N e + e = e. 
"';;, "':.IJ~I ~ m j 
Thus Iflx) - gmlX) 1,- e and flx) = lim gmlx). Since each of 

l'Io~ao 

llthe gmlx) is of type f u for u (.w, the theorem is proven. 

Earlier in this chapter it was shown that every func

tion which is the limit of a convergent sequence of contin

uous functions has as its set of points of discontinuity a 

set of the first category. Since the concept of continuity 

llCasper Goffman, Real Functions (New York: Rinehart 
& Co., Inc. 1953), PP. 138-139 
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is of such interest in the study of functions, it seems 

reasonable to ask whetber the Baire functions in general 

ar~ cOhtinuous in ~y ,01' 0 l' set. l't i 

possible to generaliz~ on 1beorem 3.6 for all Baire func

tions, as the following example illustrates. 

Example 3.2 The function ftx) = I for all x rational, and 

f(x) = 0 for x irrational is of type f2, but is discontin

uous ever)~here. This can be shown in the following way: 

If z is any irrational number, then z is the limit of a 

sequence of rational numbers, [znl. Hence lim zn = z, but 
n~ c)O 

lim f(zn) = I and f\z) = O. Thus f<..,X) is not continuous 
... -+~ 

at any irrational number, and similarly, it is not contin

uous at any rational. 

It is possible; hovever, to retain some form of 

continuity for all the Baire functions. The restrictions 

necessary to retain this continuity are given in this next 

theorem. 

Theorem 3.13 For any w L. W, if f(,x) is of Baire class f w 

there is a set, whose com~lement is of the first category, 

such that f<..x) is continuous on S relative to S. 

Proof: As a direct result of lneorem 3.6, the theorem is 

true for w = O. Let w '- W, and suppose it is true for all 

u '- w. Then f\x) = lim fn\,x) where each fn\x) is of type 
" .... DO 
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f u for u t.. w. By assumption, for c=very n there is a set Snt 

whose complement is of the fiI:'st category, such. tbat fn\x) 

is ccntinuous on Sn rel~tive to Sn. Let S ~ Sn. Th~t1 
f\:::,' 

~ 

by DeMorgan's law, C(S) =~ C(Sn), and the complement of S 
h _, 

is of the first category since the union of any number of 

sets of the first category is of the first category by 

lbeorem 3.2. Also, fn(x) is continuous on S relative to 

S for every n. As a special case of Theorem 3.6, the 

function f(x) = lim fn(x) is continuous on a subset T of S 
II-t>CO 

relative to T, where the complement of T t relative to S, 

is of the first category relative to S. But the set S - T 

is of the first category relative to the sat of all real 

numbers. Thus the complement of 1', as the union of two sets 

of the first category, is of the fir st category. Hence, 

f(x) is continuous on T whose complement is of the first 

category, and by transfinite induction, the theorem holds 

for all WL..W. 

It is generally known that the number of real func

tions is greater than c, tbe cardinality of the real numbers. 

However, it can be shown that there are only £ Uaire func

tions. This result is ~iven as the final theorem on toe 

properties of Baire functions. lbe proof of the theorem 

depends on the theory of the arithmetic of transfinite 

cardinal numbers, and on the set ZA which is the cardinal 
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number of all functions on set A with values 0 or 1. 

l1nct·3.14 -
Proof: TI1e functions of the form fex) = a are continuous 

functions for all real numbers a. lbus there are at least 

c Baire functions. It must be shown that there are no more 

than £ Daire functions. This can be done by transfinite 

induction. 

Since there are c continuous functions, the functions 

of type f O are .£ in number. Assume there are c or fewer 

functions of each type f u for every u <; w, where wI.. 1.ft[. The 

class of all functions whose type is less 'than W has cardinal 

number c,X.= c, since there are c functions in each of 

classes. But every function of type f w is, by definition, 

the limit of a convergent seauence of functions of lower 

type. Thus the number of functions of type f w is no more 

than c X• = S, since there are c choices for each of X 0 

functions. By transfinite induction, it holds that every 

class of Baire functions contains c or fewer functions; 

therefore, there are no more than C,Xl= c Baire functions. 

The Baire functions are seen to form a collection of 

functions which have many properties in common with the 

continuous functions. There exists a close relationship 

between the open sets and the continuous functions. Since 
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the Borel sets posses m~ny properties of the open sets and 

the Baire functions retain many properties of the continuous 

functions, it is to be ~xpect~d that there :is Sonte c,onnec" 

tion between the Borel sets ane1 Baire functions. TI1is is 

indeed true, and is the topic for discussion in the next 

chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 

AND BAI FUNCTI',,,, 

In the study of functions in calculus and analysis, 

a close relationship is seen to exist between open sets and 

continuous functions, and between closed sets and continuous 

functions. In view of the definition of the Borel sets and 

the Baire functions, together with the properties of both, 

it seems reasonable to expect some relationship to exist 

between these hlO conc~r)ts. The pun/ose of this chapter is 

to show that this is indeed the case, nn~ to give a few 

interesting examples of this r~~ . ,onsl'iip. 

To avoid the necessity of undo complication in the 

proofs, and thus to facilitate the discussion at hand, the 

theorems, proofs, and illustrations will be limited to the 

finite ordinals. 

In the preceeding chapter, some of the relationships 

between continuous functions and sets, both open and closed, 

were given in Definition 3.4, Definition 3.6 and in the 

statement and proof of TI1eorem 3.4. A generalization of 

the association of continuous functions with open sets can 

be given in the form of sets associated with a function. 

Definition 4.1 Associated with any real function are a 
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Definition 4.1 Associated with any real function are a 
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number of sets, among t11ese sets are the following: For 

any real number k, [xl fex) t. tel, (x l f(x.) > k], (x I f(x).= Ie}, 

[x I f\x) ~ te}, fx I -k 4 f (x) <. Id, and many others. These sets 

will be denoted by: E [f(x) <; leJ, E [f(x) > 1{], E [f(x) ~ k], 

and so on. 

The fo1~owing theorem r~lates the sets associated 

with a function specifically to the continuous functions. 

Theorem 4.1 A function f(x) defined on a set S is contin

uous on S relative to S if and only if, for every real 

number k, the sets E [f(x) "'-k], and E [f(x) > k], are open 

relative to S. 

Proof: Suppose f(x) is continuous on S relative to S. Let . 
a 6 S be such that f(a) > 1{. There is an e) ° such that 

f(a) - e;, k by the density property of the real numbers. 

Since f(x) is continuous at a relative to S, there is a 

d >0 such that if x £ S and Ix - at I. d, then If(x) - f(a)1 J.. e. 

Hence there is a neir,hborhood It of at such that for all 

x f; InS, f (x) > f ( a) - e > Ie. I'h usE [ f (x) > k J is ope n 

relative to S by definition. Similarly with f(a) + e, we 

have E [f(x) " k] is open relative to S. 

Conversly, assume the sets E [f(x) > k], and E [f(x) I.. 1~ 

are open relative to S for every real number k. Let a£. S 

and e ;'0. Since E [f(x);;. f(a.) - eJ is open relative to S, 
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there is a neighborhood 11 of a such that for every x ~ I1nS, 

f(x) >fCa) - e. Also since E [f(x) i. f(a) + e] is open rel

ative to S, there ~s a neig~borhood I2 of a such that for 

every x ~ 12 n S, f(x).z:. f(a) + e. Now by defini tion the 

intersection, 11 n 12 is a neighborhood of a. Call it I. 

Thus for every x e I () S, f(x) t. f(a) + e and f(x) >f(a) - e, 

and hence If(x) - f(a)1 t.. e. By defini tion, then, f(x) is 

continuous at a relative to S. 

In view of the definition of sets associated with a 

function, it is quite obvious that the set E [f (x) ~ kJ is 

the complement of E [fex) i. k], and e [fex)! Ie] is the comple

ment of E [fex» k]. 111is observation yield.s the following 

immediate consequence of 1beorem 4.1 

Theorem 4.2 A function f(x) is continuous on S relative S 

i f ~nd only if the sets E [f(x) ~ k] and E [f(x) ~ l{J are 

closed relative to S for every real number k. 

The Borel sets as defined in Chapter II are all the 

sets that may be obta.ined from the closed and open sets by 

repeated application of the operations of union and inter-

sec,tion of sets. Theorem 4.1 shows the connection between 

the open sets and the continuous functions. 

The continuation of the discussion will be facilitated 

by a slight change in terminology in the form of a more 
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useable def ini tioD of sets associated v\,i th a function. 111is 

def5nition also e oys the u of in(l ng with the ordinal 

numbers in order to parallel the discussion of Borel sets 

and th?t of the Baire functions. 

~d a 

efini tion 4.2 Por every w I.. \lIT, 

function f(x), of type f w, 

S = E [f (x) ~ IJ • 

type Aw if and only if there is 

and a real number Ie such that S 

...:ill be said tq be of type ~IJ if 

a 

a 

~ 

is said to 

real number Ie such 

set 

function f(x), of 

E [f (x) > k], and 

and only if there 

be of 

that 

type 

a set 

is a 

f w ' 

S 

Next it will be sho\'m tll:1t all of the sets associated 

with a Daire function of any prescri 't init 5S, are 

Borel sets of the, same finite class; and that every Borel 

set of a prescribed finite type, is one of the sets associ

ated with a Baire function of the same finite Baire class. 

Before proceeding with these results, the following 

lemma is needed. It states specifically how the sets that 

are associated wi th a limit function are rela ted to the 

sets associated with the functions of the sequence. 

Lemma 4.1 If f(x) = lim fn(x), then B [f(.x)~k] = 
ClCI Ill) --:;;;- [ n ~ ClO 

}d "Y [} E fn(x)~ k + ;J. 
Proof: Suppose Xi E [f(x);) Ie], then there exists an m such 

that f(x) > 1< + ,!.. Since f(x) = lim fn(x), there is an r 
m ... --. "" 
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such that for all n >r, fn(x)~ Jc + .!.' hence from the def
00 OJ 00 TIl 

ini tion of union, xE U II 0 F. [fn(x).! Ie + ll; therefore, 
'tiD.. .,.1.1 1".1 "lpr . ffii 

[f(x) > kJ C ~Y, ,>/, ~r ! (fn~X) .? lc + ~].
 
Now suppose x E ...Y!j, 0. E [fn (x) ~ k + 11. By
 

m DO /)\) [ 

definition of lInion, there is an m such that xE r~ (J E f n (x) 
«) 

! k + ~J. Also, there is an r such that xenE [fn(x)~ k + 11 
~~r mJ 

and since f(x) = lim fn(x), for all n >r I fex) - fn(x)l !. !,
n-1''''' m 

and x' [f \x) :» lc] • Thus by set inclusion both ways, we have 
00 00 00 

the result that E [f(x). Ie] = ...~ ~ (} E [fn(x) ~ Ie + ~l. 

This lemma is needed in the proof of the following 

theorem, the content 9f \vhich "'Jas outlined above. 

Theorem 4.3 Par every finite ordin W, every set of type 

Aw is of type Gw and every set of type Bw is of type Fw if 

w is even. If w is odd, every set of type Aw is of type Fw 

and every set of type Bw is of type Gw• 

Proof: By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, the theorem holds for w = o. 

Use- finite induction and suppose the theorem holds for all 

u /.. \\I, and that w is even. Let S be any set of type Avv • 

TI1en there is by definition a function fe~) of type f w and 

a real number k such that S =E [fex) ~ k]. ,;ow f(x) ;= lim fnex)
n-'ro 

v"here the f n ex) are Baire functions of lower type. By Lemma 
00 (JD "'" 

4.1 S = ....l), ~ OrE [fneX)~lc + B-1 But, by assumption, each 

E [fn(x) ~ k + ;1 is of type Gw-1. Since w is even, W - 1 

is odd, and the intersection of a denumerable number of sets 
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of type ~'l-l is of type Gw_l • IIenee also S is the union of 

a denum~rable number of sets of,type Gw~l lind is of type Gw 

by definition. 

Now suppose S is of type ~~. Then there is a function 

f(x) of type f w and a real number k such that S = E [f(x)~ k] • 

Since -f(x) is also of type fw, C(S) is of type G by thew 

argument in the above paragraph, and since the complement of 

every set of type Ow is of type Fw, S is of type Fw• Hence 

by finite induction every set of type ~~ is of type G ' andw 

every set of type l3w is of type I\11 if \'11 is even. 

In view of the results obt~ineC concerning Borel sets 

1.n Chapter II, the proof for tll~ case \\'hen w is odd is siIid

lar. 

lbe next theorem states a rather surprising result, 

namely that every Borel Set is one of the sets associated 

with a Baire F~nction of the same type or class. Once again 

a Lemma i~ given with a proof which is very helpful in the 

proof of the theorem. 

Lemma 4.2 Por every finite ordinal w, if S is any set of 

type Aw or B there is a function f(x) of type f W+l suchw 

that f(x) = 1 for every x £ Sand f(x) = 0 for all x € C(S). 

Proof: Assume S is of type l\~. Then there is a function 

g(x) of type f w such that S = E [g(x) > 0]. Let h(x) = 
rnax(g(:x:), 0). Then hex) is also of type fw by Theorem 3.11. 
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For every positive int r n, let fn(x) = min [nh(x),l] t 

the functions f n ex) are again of type f w• This sequence 

converges every\\'here and lim fn(x) ~ 1, for x (:- Sand 0 for 
l\~(D 

X~ C(S) and is of type Fw+l by definition of a function of 

type f W+l. 

Suppose S is of type ~~. Then C(S) is of type Aw• 

Hence, by the preceeding paragraph, there is a function 

fex) of type f\'/+l such that f(x) ;;:: 1 for all xE: C(S) and 

f(x) = 0 for all xc: S. The function 1 - f(x) is of type 

f\,,)'+l and has value 1 on S and value 0 on C(S). Thus by 

finite induction the theorem is established. 

Theorem 4.4 For every finite ordinal w, every set of type 

Gw is of type A\\' and every set of type Fw is of type Bw if 

\.... is even, and every set of tyre Fw is of type Aw and every 

set of type Gw is of type Bw if w is odd. 

Proof: Again by Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, the theorem holds 

for w = O. Suppose w is odd, and that the statement holds 
Q) 

for w - 1. Let S be any ·set of type Fw• Then S =U Sn 
n ~, 

where each Sn is of type Fw_l. Since by assumption every 

set of type ~~-l is of type ~~-l, w - 1 is even, there is 

by Le~ma 4.2 a function fn(x) of type f w for every n, such 

that fn(x) =. 1 for every XE- Sn, and fn(x) ;;:: 0 for every 
2''' .",

x£C(Sn). Nm\' f (x) = ~ f n (x) is of type f\~ since the series 
" c, 

converges uniformly to f(x) and uniform convergence preserves 
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the class of the limit function. But S. ~ E [f (x) > 0] so S 

is of type Aw by·definition of a set of that type. If S is 

any set of type Gw and w is even, the proof is very much 

the same except for replacing even by odd and Fw by Gw. 

NOVJ suppose w is even and the theorem holds for 

\11 - 1. Let S be any set of type ~~, then C(S) is of type 

~q. By following the same argument as above, we obtain 

eventually that C(S) = E [f(x» OJ = E [-f(x)/.. 0], and 

hence S = E [ -f (x) ~ 0] • Th us S is of .type B,..., by def ini tion. 

Theorems 4.3'and 4.4 can be summarized very briefly 

to say that for finite ordinals the sets associated with a 

fUhction of any prescribed Baire class are identical with 

the Borel sets as defined in Chapter II. For later refer

ence, these results are combined into a theorem. 

Theorem 4.5 For all f ini te ordinals \~, a set S is of ·type 

Aw if and only if it is of type I\'l' and it 'is of type Bw 

if and only if it is of type ~J \flleneVer w is odd. If w 

is even the sets of types ~~ and Bw are of types ~1 and ~~, 

respectively. 

The next two theorems nm" relate the Borel sets to 

the Haire functions. By using the definition of sets of 

types Aw and Bw as given in Definition 4.2, one of these 

relationships has already been shown; namely, that for any 
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finite ordinal w, if f(x) is of type fw' the sets associated 

wi th the function are Borel sets of types I\.. and ~'Y. 

TI1eorem 4.6 If fex) is any function of type f w where w is 

a finite ordi.nCll number, then for every real number k, the 

sets E [f ex) > kJ and E [f ex) ? k] are of types Fw and Gw, 

respectively, if w is odd, and of types Gw and Fw, respec

tively, if w i~ even. 

Proof: By Definition 4.2, a set S is of type Av; if and only 

if there exists a function fex) of ty;:)e f w and a real number 

k such that S = E [fex) > Ie], and S is of type Bw if and only 

if there is a function f(x) of type fw and a real nurlber k 

stich that S = E [f ex) ! IJ. By replacing Aw and l3,..", accord

ingly, in Theorem 4.5, the theorem is established. 

The converse of Theorem 4.6, which will be proven 

next, states that if the sets associ~ted with a function 

are of a certain finite Borel t;'pc or class, then the func

t ion is of the same f ini te L~aire class. 

The existence of a certain type of Baire function 

defined on two disjoint sets is needed for the proof of the 

,theorem, and is established with the statement and proof of 

the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.3 If w is a finite ordinal and Sand T are n~o 

disjoint sets of type Bw, there is a function g(x) of type 
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fw such that g(x) = 1 for all x in S, g(x) = 0 for all x in 

T, and 0 t. B(x) L. 1 e1se'\ll1(~re_ 

Proof: By the definition of sets of type Rw and the pre

ceeding results of this section, there is a function f 1 (x) 

of type fw such that E [f1(x) ~ 0] = S, ,and an f 2 (x) of type 

f ....'l such that E [f2(x)!0] = T_ Let gl(x) = max (f1 (x),O), 

and g2(x) = max (f2(X),0). Then gl(X) and g2(x) are of type 

f w by Theorem 3.11, and gl(X) = 0 on S, gl(x) >0 on C(S); 

&2 (x) = 0 on T, Llnd g2 ex) > 0 on CeT). The function gl (x) + 

g2(x) is never 0 and is of type f w by TIlcorem 3.7. Now let 

g(x) = g2 ex ) thus gex) is of type f w by Theorem 
gl eX) + g2(X)' 

3.8; and gex) = 1 for every xES, gex) = 0 for every x~ T, 

and 0 <g(x) ~ 1 for every other x. 

Theorem 4.7 If w is a finite odd ordinal and fex) is such 

that fo"r every real number 1<. the sets E [fex) >k] and 

E [f ex) :? k] are of type Fw and Gt~, re spective1y, then f ex) 

is a function of type f,,'J_ If w is even and the sets are of 

type Gv; and P\'J7 respectively, then f ex) is of type f\lJ

Proof: In view of Theorem 4.6, and the comments preceeding 

it concernine sets of type AvJ and B'1' the proof reduces to 

showing that if the sets E [fex) k] and E [fex)! k] are of 

type Aw and Bw, respectively, then fex) is of type fw-

Dy Theorem 4.1, the theorem holds for w = 0.. For 

every real number k, suppose the sets E [fex) > 1<] and 
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E [f(x):! kJ are of type ~'l and 13,.",. Then the sets E [f(x)_" 1~, 

as complements of sets of type Aw, are of type Ew. lbis is 

because every set of ty is of type 1\'/ Of' 9. 0V~:f'Y' 

set of type Fw is the complement of a set of type Gw by 

Theorem 2.1. 

Suppose, for now, that 0 ~ f<:x) " 1 for every x. Let 

n be a positive integer. For every m = 0,1,2, ••• ,n-l, the 

sets E [f(x) of !!l] and E [f(x)! m + 1] are of type B\"J. 
n n 

Hence by Lemma 4.3 there is a gm(x) of type f\'J such that 

gm(x) = 0 for all X~E[f(x)?m + IJ' gm(x) = 1 for all 

x(; E [f(X)~ ~], and Ol gm(x)L.l ~or all other values of x. 

Let g(x) = ! [go(x) + gl(x) + •• ! + gn-1 (x)] • Suppose that 
n 

m ~ f(x) l m + 1. Then gO(x) = gl (x) == ••• = gn-l (x) = 1, 
n n 

o ~ gm (x) !: 1, and gr (x) :: 0 for eve:ry :r> ID. As a result of 

these arguments, If(x) - g(x)] L. 1 for every x. Now g(x), 
n 

as the sum of k finite nUDber of functions of type f w' is 

itself of type f w by Theorem 3.7. Thus f(x), as the limit 

of a uniformly convergent sequence of functions of type f w, 

f w•12by lbeorem 3.12 is itself of type 

12Casper Goffman, Real Functions (New York: Rinehart 
. & Company, Inc., 1953), page 143. 
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There are other relationships which exist betw2en the 

Borel sets and th Ore functions. It is not practical to 

investigate them all. However, one last such relationship 

will be given. Further statements relating these two con

cepts may be found ~n the final chapter. 

lbeorem 4.8 The characteristic function of every Dorel set 

is a Baire function.
 

Proof: By Lemma 4.2, for every set S of type Aw or B there
w 

is a Daire function of type fw+1 such that f(x) has value 1 

for all x € S and value 0 for all x.\ s. lheorems 4.4 and 4.5 

can be combined to state that a ~iv0n set is of type ~v or 

Uw if and only if it is of type P or G if w is odd and ofw w 

type Gw or Fw if w is even. Thus a set is of type ~v or Bw 
if and only if it is a Borel set. Hence for every Borel set 

of type Pw or ~~ there is a function f(x) of type f W+1 such 

that f(x) is the characteristic function of the given set. 

In summary, bere are several important results of 

this chapter. Associatci with every function are a large 

number of sets Which were defined as being sets of type Aw 

or Bw depending on the relation of the function values with 

real numbers. In this way all t~e values in the Gomain.of 

the func ti on are cla~ sified into set s associated wi t11 a 

function. It was s~lO\~n that t~.ese sets Clln be classified 

into types or categories depending on the type or class of 
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tile Haire function wi ttl \·.'hicit tt1ey are associated. The next 

TI'10 theorems illustrated tiH~ fact that the sets associated 

lrli t~"1 a fUDction are indeed Rorel sets. The major result of 

the section, and one of the most striking of the entire 

project, was the fact that a Given function is a Daire 

'function of a fini te BaiXe!' type if and only if all the sets 

'associated with the function are Borel sets of the same 

finite type or class. 



Cl-IAP'l'ER V 

~ l»lPIIU\I, \,j\.JNCLUSIO, .... f 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTIIUR STUDY 

1. SUMMARY 

TIle significance of the Borel Sets is best stated 

in the final theorem of Chapter II. lbe Borel sets, from 

their properties, answex a number of questions which nor

mally arise in working with the open and closed sets of 

real numbers. The Borel sets form the smallest system of 

sets which contains all the open and closed sets and also 

contains all the sets that can be obtained from the closed 

and open sets by taking the union or intersection of any 

finite or denumerable number of sets that are in the sySTem. 

This answers the question, for example, of what kind of set 

. is obtained from taking the denumerably infinite union of a 

collection of closed sets, or the intersection of any number 

of open sets. 

The Baire functions have much value in the properties 

that they possess that are extensions of properties of con

tinuous functions. In almost all \\1 ark in analy sis the con

tinuous functions capture the spotlight. It is very inter

esting and informative to find other functions which have 

interesting properties that are not riontinuous functions. 
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This classification of discontinuous functions discussed 

here was first introduced hy Rene Louis Baire (1874 -1932) 

in the year 1899. 13 

As this thesis unfolded it became quite evident, from 

the work encountered in regard to open and closed sets as 

related to continuous functions'and from the definition of 

Borel sets and Baire functions, that there must exist some 

connection between the Borel sets and the Baire functions. 

This actual relationship is specifically stated in the 

final theorem' of Chapter IV. The theorem states that: A 

function is of a prescribed finite Daire Class if and only 

if all the sets associated 't:ith the function are of the 

same finite Borel type or class. 

II. CONCLUSIONS 

The closed sets and the open sets, as complements of 

one another, are not the only sets of real numbers that 

possess useful properties and intricate relationships to 

functions. The most commonly lrno".... n prope,rties of closed 

and open sets generalize to a system of sets, the Borel 

l3La\17renCe M. Graves~ Theory .2f. Functions .2i ~ Real 
Variable (New York, Toronto, London: McGraw Hill Book~, 

1956), page 127. 
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sets, which are far more inclusive. Another surprising 

result is that all the Borel sets may be obtained from the 

closed sets or the open sets only. It is also noteworthy 

that the Borel sets can be defined by beginning wi th only 

compact sets, or by beginning with the open and bounded 

sets. 14 These observations naturally give rise to the 

question of how much real difference exists between these 

types of sets. 

1be properties of continuous real functions serve to 

·classify all real functions into two disjoint classes, those 

that are continuous and those that are not. The definition 

of Baire functions makes it obvious that many functions 

which are not continuous do possess properties which 

facilitate a classification of those functions by some 

standard. The fact that theI:e are functions which do not 

belong to any Baire class leaves at least one avenue of 

investigation wide open. 

In undergraduate work with continuous functions many 

properties ~f these functions are given wbich are not essen

tial to the concept of continuity. As a result, in the mind 

of the undergraduate, frequent misconceptions occur con

cerning the properties that are unique to continuous functions. 

l4Edward J. McShane and Truman R. Botts, Real· 
Analysis (Princeton:- E. Van Norstrand Co., Inc., 1959), 
page 159. 
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1be properties referred to here are those concerninG the 

sum, product, quotient, etc., of conti~uous functions. 

The observation that the Baire functions iil g~hefal 

possess many of the properties that have been traditionally 

attributed to continuous functi,ons, at J.east to the immature 

mathematical mind, naturally gives a person a clearer pic

ture of the properties essential to continuity itself. 

The study of Oaire functiQns seems to be the first 

step in a vast investigation of non-continuous functions. 

This study will obviously have as an end result a much 

clearer and more precise intuitive feeling for continuity. 

In any academic pursuit in the aIea of analysis a 

reference. is made, and a partia.l investigat.ion given, to the 

relationships that exist between continuous functions and 

open sets. Once again it is refreshing to discover that 

this type of relationship is not one that is unique tQ the 

open sets or to the continuous functions. Under the condi

tion of the proper classification of functions and the pro

per structure of a set, an analogous result generalizes to 
. 

all finite types of Baire functions in relationship to the 

same class of Borel sets. 

III. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTIIUR STUDY 

1be vast majority of current works or writings ~n 

the area of analysis emphasize very strongly the usefulness 
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and necessity of m~asure theory as a~plied to sets and func

tions. Ibere are a large number of types of measure that 

are used, but most are very similar in the original content. 

lbe relationships that exist between the measureability 

of sets of real numbers and real valued functions, according 

to several definitions of such measures, can be found in 

most textbooks dealing with real analysis or measure theory. 

This approach could be used very effectively as an 

alternate method of investigation of the Dorel sets, the 

Baire functions and their relationships to one another. It 

has been proven, for example, that all Borel sets are meas

ureable sets. 15 Also, if sets of measure zero are neglected, 

the Borel sets are all of the measureable sets of real num

bers. 16 It is also easily established that all continuous 

functions are measureable functions. 17 

lbe results of the preceeding paragraph can be com

bined with the fact that: every function ~lich is a limit 

of a convergent sequence of measureable functions is itself 

. 
l5paul R. Halmos, i,:easure TIH~or3 (Toronto, New Yaxk, 

London: D. Van'Nostrand Co., Inc., 19 0), page 62. 

l6Casper Goffman, Re~l Functions (New York; 
Rinehart & Co., Inc., 195~page 64. 

17Richard R. Goldberg, Methods of Real Analysis 
(New York, Toronto, London: Blaisdell~ublishingCo., 
1964), page 283. 
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a measure able function, to produce the following general 

results: (1) all Baire functions are measureable, and 

(2) all the sets nssociated with a function are Measur~able 

if and only if the fWlction is a Baire function. 18 TIlis 

last result follows immediately from 7-11eorem 4. 7 of 

Q1apter IV. It is worthy of notation that this last result 

relating sets to functions is not limited to the finite 

classes of Baire functions as is the discussion contained 

in Chapter IV of this paper. 

l8Ibid ., page 287. 
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